
Knife Skills  

 

Keeping the tip of the knife on the 
cutting board, bring the handle down 
in a rocking motion. Slice your food 

at regular intervals. 

Slicing	  	  

To chop is simply to cut food into 
pieces. The food should be roughly 

square and uniform. There is no 
need for anything to be uniform in 

shape.  

Chopping	  	  

A diced vegetable is a small cube, 
usually 1/4 inch in size.  

*  Cut your food into even slices 
*  Line up the slices and cut across  
them aiming for 1/4 inch 

Dicing  
To mince is to cut food into very 

small pieces. 
*  Slice your food into very fine 
piece.  
*  Using a rocking motion, run the 
knife back and forth across the pile  

Mincing  



Selecting a Cutting Board 

 
	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

• When selecting a cutting board it should be large enough that you 
can cut your food and push it aside without the board becoming 
cluttered.  

• Choose softer boards made from wood or plastic. These materials 
have a little more give to them and protect knives from going dull.  

• Finally, avoid cross contamination by using separate cutting 
boards for meat and produce.   

 

Knife Skills  
Selecting a Knife 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 

This knife is longer with a 
curved tip. This shape helps to 

facilitate a rocking motion while 
cutting. This knife can be used 
for most jobs such as chopping 
vegetables, cutting meats, and 

 others. 

This knife has sharp ridges on 
the blade that help to slice 

through soft foods. You can use 
this knife on bread or tomatoes 
to help them keep their shape. 

This knife is short and straight. 
It is useful for trimming fruits 
and vegetables. It is useful for 
any delicate job that requires a 

lot of precision. 

Paring Knife  

Serrated Knife  

Chef Knife  


